At which airport will you arrive?

- From the San Francisco International Airport you may take public transportation (BART subway to Caltrain to VTA bus), which is inexpensive, but takes awhile, and is not convenient if you have a lot of luggage. You can research the route at www.transit.511.org.

- If you have heavy bags, I suggest you look into a shuttle (door to door van) on the San Francisco Airport website, www.flysfo.com. Select Ground Transportation and then Shuttles, shared rides, Vans... The shuttles are under Shared Ride Vans and the most common shuttle that I hear of students taking is Supershuttle but you should look at your options. A taxi some SFO may cost over $150.

- It is also possible and more and more common to take an Uber or Lyft from SFO to San Jose. SJSU is located in downtown San Jose. Similar to the taxi option, this is not a cheap option. It would likely be around $80. The airport has also become more strict about Lyft/Uber pickups at the airport so I don't know what the options are.

- From San Jose International Airport we suggest you take a shuttle or taxi from the airport. From the baggage claim area, go outside to look for SHUTTLE signs. When you see a van shuttle tell the driver where you wish to go. The cost is approximately $20.00 to San Jose State University. The taxi fare is similar. An Uber is $9 from SJC. SJSU is located in downtown San Jose. Additional information may be found at http://www.sjairport.com and at http://www.sanjoseca.gov.

- The I-House is located at 360 S. 11th Street between San Salvador and San Carlos streets. We will have a welcome packet and a key ready for you when you arrive.